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Abstract. In the present work a novel application of Transparent Boundary Conditions (TBC)
to nematic liquid crystal cells (NLCC) with planar alignment and a patterned electrode is
studied. This device is attracting great interest since it allows soliton steering by optically and
externally induced waveguides. We employ the continuum Oseen-Frank theory to nd the tilt
and twist angle distributions in the cell under the one-constant approximation. The electric eld
distribution takes into account the whole 2D permittivity tensor for the transverse coordinates.
Standard nite dierence time domain methods together with an iterative method is applied to
nd an approximate solution to our coupled problem. A novel class of TBC is used to correctly
dene the boundary for both the distortion angle problem and the electric eld distribution
when using patterned electrodes. Thus, we achieve an important decrease of computational
needs when solving this kind of problems and we are also capable of exploring weak anchoring
conditions for NLCC.
1. Introduction
Nematic Liquid Crystal (NLC) Cells for lateral propagation are attracting much attention due,
among other reasons, to their capability to form tunable recongurable waveguides. They can
be formed by an external electric eld [1] or by creating a self-consistent waveguide in bulk NLC
[2]. These soliton induced waveguides can be used to implement all-optical switching and logic
gating [3]. Tunable waveguide arrays can also be obtained in these kind of devices, in which
all-optical switching phenomena [4] and optical multiband vector breathers [5] appear.
With respect to electrically induced waveguides, several NLC devices are being investigated.
Many of them are based on using a patterned electrode to aect the molecules of the liquid
crystal in such a way that the eective refractive index prole obtained yields a graded index
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waveguide inside the nematics [6]. Other dispositions, where two electrodes at dierent voltages
are employed, are used for soliton routing [7, 8].
The problem of simulating the optical evolution in a stripped electrode device is a dicult
one and involves necessarily a 2D+ 1 anisotropic beam propagation method that at least takes
into account the transverse anisotropy induced by the external electric eld. Moreover, vectorial
eects appear when the y component (see Fig. 1) of the external electric eld is not negligible
and pushes the molecules of the liquid crystal out of the propagation plane, making them twist.
This implies changes in the polarization of the optical beam and also losses of the extraordinary
solitonic beam. Some approximations are usually employed to avoid this complexity, obtaining
good agreement with the experiments. One of these approximations is not considering the twist
movement of the molecules. This approximation holds for low voltage values and for those
cases where, although voltages are high, light moves far away from the vicinity of the patterned
electrode where this twist is noticeable. Hard anchoring conditions for the orientational problem
are usually employed. This boundary condition is realistic since the glass plates conning the
NLC can be treated in such a way that tilt and twist angle are xed at the boundary. However
we can also work with a non-xed value for the twist angle next to the glass plates allowing the
tilt angle to be xed. This is also realistic since a suitable treatment of the glass plates that
allows this twist movement of the director at the boundary can be found.
In a weak anchoring situation the elastic constant depends on the position, in the proximity
of the boundaries [9] and to determine the value of this surface (or anchoring) energy, small
deviations close to the Friedericksz transition are usually considered [10]. The anchoring energy
for deformations will be neglected as it is much lower than the corresponding energy for tilt
deformations (tipically, one or even two orders of magnitude)[11]. We will show the numerical
boundary treatment in this case, what could be used for further numerical research looking
for better characterizing the boundary inuence on the elastic constants under weak anchoring
conditions as it was done in some studies in the past[12].
This is the regime we want to show in this paper, where transparent boundary conditions for
the twist angle will be necessary in the boundary next to the glass plates. These simulations
widens our knowledge of what is actually happening in the area closest to the electrode.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the physical model, section 3 shows
the numerical treatment that allows us to approximate the solution of the problem using the
boundary condition explained in section 4. Some results of our numerical model are presented
in section 5 for dierent electrode congurations and nally our conclusions are presented in
section 6.
2. Physical Model
We want to simulate a NLC device made of two glass plates containing commercial NLC E7
in between indium tin oxide transparent electrodes connected to the glass plates to apply an
external voltage to the liquid crystal. It can be seen in Fig. 1 the geometrical properties of
such a device; z coordinate stands for the propagation axis while x and y represent transverse
spatial dimensions. Tilt angle () appears with any movement of the director along a plane
perpendicular to the yz plane. Twist angle (') is dened in zy plane and holds for the twist
deformations of the director. Planar alignment imposes director orientation nearly parallel to
the glass plates, i.e., small tilt angle ( = 2). V = 0 is applied to the lower electrode aecting
the whole glass plate. Upper one is thinner and doesn't aect the whole upper glass plate, so
we will refer to it as the stripped electrode, where V 6= 0 is applied. This physical conguration
makes the numerical boundary dicult to work with because of its undenition where the
upper electrode doesn't inuence the liquid crystal orientation. This discontinuity on the upper
boundary, forced by the discontinuous electrode makes appear an y component for the electric
eld, such a component being responsible for the twist angle to appear in the proximities of
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Figure 1. Sketch of the nematic liquid crystal device with patterned electrode (left) and
notation for the planar alignment in the cell (right).
the stripped electrode. So a complete molecular reorientation is needed to explain both angle
distributions. The whole orientational problem has already been solved in an iterative way for
dierent NLC congurations where no discontinuous electrode is taken into account [13]. We
extend this iterative method to the two dimensional case and we also present the two dimensional
electric eld distribution in those cases where tilt and twist angle distributions aect the electric
eld imposed by the electrodes, i.e., taking into account the whole 2D permittivity tensor.
2.1. Electric eld distribution
We start from the Maxwell equations
rD = 0
D = E
E =  rV
1A! r (rV ) = 0; (1)
where ij with i = x; y; z and j = x; y; z are permittivity tensor terms, given by
 =

? + sin2   sin  cos  sin'
 sin  cos  sin' ? + cos2  sin2 

; (2)
where ? is the perpendicular (to the glass plates) component of the permittivity and
 = k   ? is the birefringence of the medium. Tilt ((x; y)) and twist ('(x; y)) angles
depend only on these transverse coordinates. By doing so we are uncoupling the z coordinate
therefore obtaining a static transverse distribution. We also consider negligible any dependence
on z of the functions, i.e. V (x; y; z) = V (x; y), @V@z = 0,
@2V
@z2
= 0, @
2V
@y@z = 0,
@2V
@x@z = 0,
@
@z = 0,
@'
@z = 0.
Substituting the dielectric tensor expressions in Eq. (1) and not considering any dependence
on the z coordinate one obtains for the static two dimensional problem in the transverse plane,
a1
@2V
@x2
+ a2
@2V
@y2
+ a3
@2V
@x@y + a4
@V
@x + a5
@V
@y = 0; (3)
with
a1 =
1
x2
 
? + sin2 

; (4)
a2 =
1
y2
 
? + cos2  sin2 '

; (5)
a3 =
1
4xy sin(2) sin'; (6)
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a4 =
1
2x



cos(2) sin' @@y + cos  sin 

cos'@'@y + 2
@
@x

; (7)
a5 =
1
2y


 
cos2  sin'  sin2  sin' @@x (8)
  sin(2) sin2 '@@y + cos  cos(') sin  @'@x + cos2  sin(2')@'@y

: (9)
This is the equation we solve to obtain the electric eld distribution. Notice that the dielectric
tensor is responsible of the graded index prole which appears in the Beam Propagation Method,
this is the way this whole static problem is coupled with the optical problem, which we are not
studying here.
Finite Dierence method is used to approximate this equation. Centered second order
dierences are employed for approximating the dierential operators. Newton-Raphson method
is used to solve the nonlinear equations of the nite dierence scheme.
2.2. Elastic distortion angles distribution
As it was mentioned before, Oseen-Frank theory is employed to describe the molecular
orientation in the NLC cell [14]. The total free energy of the liquid crystal is calculated to
obtain its minimum via the Euler Lagrange theory. All three energy terms are considered in
this model: the electric energy due to the external voltage, the electric energy due to the optical
beam propagating inside the cell, and the elastic distortion energy.
The elongated molecules from the NLC feel any electric eld due to its electric polarity,
so they react changing its orientation so that it is aligned with the total electric eld. Thus,
molecules orientation is dened by the director vector n = (sin ; cos  sin'; cos  cos').
The distortion energy per volume unit considers three dierent types of distortion, each
one with dierent elastic constants K. Under one constant approximation, all three elastic
constants, related to dierent molecular distortions, are considered to be equal resulting in a
more simplied equation. Minimizing the energy density can be done by transforming this
problem to the solution of a partial dierential equation via Euler-Lagrange theory, yielding:
 K

@2
@x2
+ @
2
@y2

+ sin(2)
h
 K2

@'
@x
2
+ @'@y
2

+0

 12
 
sjEsxj2 +ojEoxj2

+ 
s
4 jEsyj2(1  cos(2'))
+12
o sin2 'jEoy j2
i
  120 cos(2) sin'

o

Eoy Eox + Eox Eoy

+2sEsxE
s
y

= 0; (10)
and
K cos 
h
cos 

@2'
@x2
+ @
2'
@y2

  2 sin 

@
@x
@'
@x +
@
@y
@'
@y
i
+120 cos
2  sin(2')

ojEoy j2 +sjEsyj2

+140 cos' sin(2)

o

Eoy Eox + Eox Eoy

+2sEsxE
s
y = 0; (11)
that will allow us to solve (x; y) and '(x; y) respectively. Typical values we use for the
magnitudes involved are K = 12  10 12 N, s = sk   s? = 19:6   5:1, o = ok   o? =
n2k   n2? = 1:692   1:502.
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Figure 2. Numerical domain for all three dierential equations. Blue solid lines represent hard
anchoring condition while red dotted lines hold for transparent boundary condition.
3. Numerical Model
All three equations (3, 10 and 11) are approximated by a nite dierence method consisting of
dierence operators which approximates the dierential operators to second order, both for rst
and second derivatives. The corresponding nonlinear boundary value problems require the use
of an iterative method such as Newton-Raphson ([15]) in order to nd an approximate solution.
Following the notation of [16] we write the dierence equation which approximates eq. (3)
a1j;k
2
xVj;k+ a2j;k
2
yVj;k + a3j;k(0y(0xVj;k))
+ a4j;k0xVj;k + a5j;k0yVj;k = 0; (12)
being 2xVj;k = Vj 1;k   2Vj;k + Vj+1;k and 2yVj;k = Vj;k 1   2Vj;k + Vj;k+1 the second
order approximations to the second spatial derivatives and 0xVj;k = Vj+1;k   Vj 1;k and
0yVj;k = Vj;k+1 Vj;k 1 the second order approximations to the rst spatial derivatives. Notice
that dierence operators 0x and 0y commute. Coecients aij;k represent the discretized version
of the respective coecients of eq. (3). It can be seen that coecients a1j;k ; a2j;k and a3j;k are
point approximations while a4j;k and a5j;k require the application of dierence operators to the
angle derivatives appearing in those coecients. Thus the boundary condition will appear also
in these coecients.
We can rewrite eq. (12) in a more clear way
ANWj;kVj 1;k 1 +ANj;kVj;k 1 +ANEj;kVj+1;k 1
+ AWj;kVj 1;k +APj;kVj;k +AEj;kVj+1;k
+ ASWj;kVj 1;k+1 +ASj;kVj;k+1 +ASEj;kVj+1;k+1 = 0 (13)
where the coecients stand for the location of the nodes in the discrete molecule of the dierence
method. This is a nine point molecule whose coecients are ANWj;k = a3j;k , ANj;k = a2j;k a5j;k ,
ANEj;k =  a3j;k , AWj;k = a1j;k   a4j;k , APj;k =  2a1j;k   2a2j;k , AEj;k = a1j;k + a4j;k ,
ASWj;k =  a3j;k , ASj;k = a2j;k + a5j;k , ASEj;k = a3j;k accounting for the north-west, north,
north-east, west, central, east, south-west, south and south-east nodes respectively. This is a
very convenient notation since the matrix of coecients of eq. (13) and the matrix representing
the jacobian of that dierence functional coincides.
Equations (10) and (11) are solved analogously using second order dierence operators and
Newton-Raphson method. Notice that the numerical scheme of these equations yields a ve-
point molecule instead of the nine-point molecule appearing in eq. (13) due to the crossed second
derivative approximation.
The main drawback of this formalism is that an iterative scheme is needed to reach an
autoconsistent solution since equations (3), (10) and (11) are coupled. An iterative scheme can
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be used to obtain the solution to this coupled problem. First an iterative loop will nd the auto
consistent solution of the approximated equations of (10) and (11) and then use this solution
to nd the electric eld distribution using (3). Then other iterative loop is needed for nding
an autoconsistent solution of both problems the electric and the angular one. Thus, two nested
iterative loops scheme have been used to nd the whole autoconsistent solution.
4. Transparent Boundary Condition
All three dierential equations we solve have dierent boundary conditions as it can be seen
in Fig. 2. First, the calculation for the external electric potential applied over the nematics
requires hard anchoring condition wherever we have an electrode xing the voltage. Where no
electrode is located we use transparent boundary condition since it allows no restrictions over
the voltage value at the boundary, which is a realistic boundary. Second, with respect to the
tilt angle distribution, (x; y) we use hard anchoring condition for the x boundary, since that is
the area where the nematics is limited by the glass plate, which usually has a rubbing treatment
to x the tilt angle to a low value, typically  = 2, with no possibility of movement in this
boundary. Finally, twist angle '(x; y) is not xed in the x boundary, since the glass plates allows
twist movement of the molecules, parallel to the glass plates, after appropriate treatment of the
surface. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that TBC are used for all three problems in the y boundary
allowing a nite extent in this transverse coordinate of such device. Gratings can be simulated
by employing periodic boundary conditions in y boundary.
TBC allow us to predict which has to be the value of the function at the boundary using
the information we have in the interior domain. From the middle 70's on much work has
been done to develop a total non reecting boundary condition for the Schrodinger equation
([17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]). Absorbing boundary conditions are still being studied and
its application to dispersive waves phenomena [26] or its behavior with semilinear parabolic
equations [27] have been published recently. Dierent approaches have been proposed, both
analytical and numerical, but the work of G. R. Hadley has become one of the most popular
results published in this topic because of its easy implementation at the time it oers very good
results. Hadley's work presents the derivation of a TBC for the Schrodinger equation, based on
physical considerations about the energy ow through the numerical boundaries [28, 29]. We
use similar mathematical considerations which allow us to predict the value of the function at
the boundary. In this work we extend the use of this TBC to other dierential equations. Let
us show the calculation of this transparent boundary condition with an example for the external
electric potential V (x; y). Let Vj;k be the discretized values V (jx; ky) where 2  j  NX  1
and 2  k  NY   1, NX and NY being the number of unknowns in the x and y direction
respectively.
Consider a xed value for j in the external electric potential case, say j = NX=2. Calculate
the set of values cyj;k =
Vj;k
Vj;k+1
, as the quotient of consecutive values in the y direction. Index k
ranges from 2 toNY 1, beingNY the number of nodes in the y direction (withNY 2 unknowns).
Notice that boundary values in the y direction in this set are Vj;1 and Vj;NY . We could guess the
values of the y boundary if we got a value for cyj;1 and cyj;NY  1 . Of course this set of values cyj;k
depend on the value function. In order to obtain these quantities at the boundaries we use a
linear extrapolation, saying cyj;1 = 2 cyj;2 cyj;3 and cyj;NY  1 = 2 cyj;NY  2 cyj;NY  3 . Depending
on the solution shape at the boundary we must evaluate the convenience of using other higher
order extrapolation in order to obtain better accuracy. Thus we can say Vj;1 = Vj;2  cyj;1 and
Vj;NY = Vj;NY  1=cyj;NY  1 . We calculate all transparent boundaries in a similar way, using the
extrapolated values of the convenient quotient for each case. These transparent boundary values
for the external electric potential Vj;k are used in Eq. (3). Notice that not all the values for the
quotient vector cxj;k (or analogously cyj;k) are employed.
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Figure 3. (a), (b) and (c) Show potential, tilt and twist angle distribution for V = 2 V
respectively. (d), (e) and (f) Show three dierent sections of (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Blue
circles, red squares and green triangles represent cuts of the three dimensional representation
on the left around x = d, x = d=2 and x = 0 respectively. Notice that some curve might be
overlapping the axes or other curve.
5. Results
5.1. One single electrode
The single electrode device represented in Fig. 1 has been used experimentally in order to
guide nematicons in planar devices [30]. Fig. 3 shows the solution for the electric potential,
the tilt angle and twist angle for V = 2 V. There it can be seen the eect of the transparent
boundary condition. Although optical power aects the molecular orientation (as it can be seen
in equations 10 and 11, we perform simulations for dierent voltages with no optical power, so
that it doesn't appear any other electric excitacion than the external eld. It can be seen in
Fig. 4 the eect of the voltage on both the tilt and the twist angle. Both angles show dierent
behavior: tilt angle changes more abruptly that twist angle. Changes begin at voltage V = 1 V
since that supposes the minimal amount of energy necessary to start moving the LC molecules,
what is known as the Friedericksz threshold. Models which don't take into account twist angle
shouldn't be appropriate for describing voltages above one volt since from then on twist angle is
no longer negligible. To our knowledge this is the rst time that transparent boundary conditions
are applied to these equations.
This one electrode device has already been studied to show the lateral propagation of a soliton
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Figure 4. Voltage dependence over the peak values for the tilt and twist angles. These are the
results of 200 simulations raging from V = 0:01 V to V = 2 V.
inside the NLCC. However it is said that it is necessary to extend articially the computational
domain in order to solver the electric eld distribution inside the cell since nothing is known
from the solution at the boundary [30]. The idea is setting a xed value for the solution in
an artical boundary far enough from the real one so that one can say that it doesn't aect
the solution inside the original numerical domain. Our TBC permits us to avoid this artical
extension of the 2D numerical domain, lowering this way the computational needs to solve the
whole coupled problem.
5.2. Two dierent electrodes with gap in between
Figure 5. NLC Device with two dierent electrodes in the upper area.
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Figure 6. Solution for a two electrode device with Dirichlet boundary conditions at x boundaries
(on the left) and using transparent boundary conditions at x boundaries for twist angle (on the
right). Voltages are V1 = 1:5 V and V2 = 0:7 V. (a) Electric eld, (b) tilt angle and (c) twist
angle. Plot (d) show cross sections of both angles, tilt and twist, at x = d=2.
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NLC Devices for lateral propagation and two electrodes with a gap in between have been
studied for demonstrating tunable refraction and reection of a soliton inside the nematics [31].
Fig. 5 shows which is the device we are referring to. Hard anchoring boundary conditions have
been employed for the distortion angles, tilt and twist, in the x boundary since these values are
xed experimentally using a rubbing technique of the glass plates. Tilt angle is always xed
at the boundary since it is very dicult to allow a tilt movement of the molecules in a plane
perpendicular to the glass plate there. However other boundary conditions are also realistic
for the twist angle. Particularly, the hybrid case where the x = 0 boundary is dened by a
hard anchoring condition and the x = d boundary is transparent, allowing the molecules to
twist at the boundary x = d, is also realistic. We study this case as a clear example of the use
of our transparent boundary conditions. Notice that also transparent boundary conditions are
employed for all three problems (V(x,y), (x; y) and '(x; y)) in the y boundaries, allowing thus
to study a single device of a nite extent.
In the device described in [31] the electrodes are used to create an eective index distribution
so that it aects the nematicon trajectory in dierent ways. We have performed the simulations
of such device in two dierent scenarios: total anchoring condition in the x boundary, and
the hybrid case mentioned before. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6, where we show the
dierence among both congurations. No changes in tilt angle distribution are observed since
the calculation remains the same in both cases. However, twist angle distributions dier because
of the eect of the transparent boundary condition applied in x = d. In fact, the amplitude of
the twist angle in the latter case is bigger since it is not restricted by the boundary. This also
aects the electric eld distribution which reaches lower values in that boundary.
The application of a TBC to NLC devices allow us to study new congurations where weak
anchoring conditions are relevant. For example in-plane movements of the molecule (those
corresponding to the twist deformation) at the boundary are common in twisted nematic liquid
crystal cells which may be used as displays, for example.
6. Conclusions
We have developed a realistic two dimensional numerical model for the coupled problem of
nding the electric eld distribution in a planar NLC cell considering the eects of both the
tilt and twist director deformations. Oseen-Frank theory for the director distribution has been
employed. To our knowledge, transparent boundary conditions are applied for each dierential
equation for the rst time, thus avoiding time-consuming codes where articial extension of
the numerical domain were necessary to simulate devices with patterned electrodes correctly.
The use of TBC in the y direction allow us to simulate one single electrode device properly.
In the x direction TBC are only used for the twist deformation in the single electrode device.
It reaches non negligible values close to the upper boundary where the patterned electrode is
located. Other devices have been simulated to show the robustness of our code, for example a two
electrode device with dierent voltages has been calculated. A TBC for the twist deformation
at all four boundaries has been used to show the dierences between the code already solved in
the literature and our code, which enlightens a bit more the weak anchoring situation (for the
twist angle) in those kind of devices.
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